
 

 

Philips 9000 series
LED TV with Ambilight 
Spectra 3 and Perfect Pixel 
HD Engine

117 cm (46")
Full HD 1080p
digital TV

46PFL9705H
Award winning performance

with Ambilight and the best picture quality
Be enthralled by the immersive power of Ambilight on a 117cm/46" flat screen TV. The 
Philips 9000 Series 46PFL9705 LED TV features the stunning Perfect Pixel HD engine and 
LED Pro. Movies really come to life in your living room.

Enlarge your viewing experience
• Ambilight Spectra 3 intensifies the viewing experience

Award winning TV pictures
• Full HD with Perfect Pixel HD Engine for unrivalled clarity
• Full HD 3D Ready for a truly immersive 3D movie experience
• LED Pro for extreme contrast and brilliance
• Bright Pro for true to life brightness
• 400Hz Clear LCD, 0.5ms for superb motion sharpness
• Perfect Natural Motion for ultra smooth Full HD movies

Be surrounded by powerful sound
• Feel the atmosphere with 30W RMS and Incredible Surround

In-built internet TV
• Philips Net TV with Wi-Fi for online services on your TV
• Online Premium videostores and TV shows on Demand
• Wi-Fi MediaConnect to project your PC media files on TV



 Ambilight Spectra 3

Add a new dimension to your viewing 
experience with Ambilight Spectra 3. This 
patented Philips technology enlarges the 
screen by projecting a glow of light, on the 3 
sides of the TV, from the back of the screen 
onto the surrounding wall. Ambilight adjusts 
automatically the colour and brightness of the 
light to match the picture, creating an 
immersive viewing experience. The wall 
adaptive function ensures that the color of the 
light always matches the picture, no matter 
what the color of your wall is. Get the bigger 
picture with Ambilight.

Perfect Pixel HD Engine
Experience unrivalled sharpness and clarity 
with Perfect Pixel HD Engine. Each pixel of the 
picture is enhanced to better match the 
surrounding pixels, for a more natural picture. 
The result is a unique combination of 
sharpness, natural detail, vivid colors, superior 
contrast and smooth natural motion whatever 
you are watching. Clean and razor sharp 
images result from artifact and noise detection 
and reduction in all content sources - from 
multimedia to standard TV. The Full HD 
screen with 1920 x 1080p pixels produces 
brilliant flicker-free progressive scan pictures 
with superb brightness.

Full HD 3D Ready

Be enthralled by 3D movies in your own living 
room with the Full HD 3D ready TV. Active 
3D uses the latest generation of fast switching 
displays for real life depth and realism in full 
1080x1920 HD resolution. Premium 3D movie 
releases on BluRay and upcoming 3D 
broadcast offers a wide and high quality 
content selection. Your TV is ready for the Full 
HD 3D experience by adding a 3D compatible 
BluRay player or HD receiver, and the 
accessory 3D upgrade kit (Philips PTA02). For 
family enjoyment with more than 2 viewers 
add as many 3D glasses as you wish (extension 
kit PTA03).

LED Pro

Enjoy breathtaking pictures and use up to 50% 
less energy with Philips award winning LED 
Pro! Over 1000 LED's are operated selectively 
in a grid as a backlight for the display. They 
generate brilliant light in bright image areas, 
and are dimmed completely in dark areas, 
saving energy. Combined with the powerful 
Perfect Pixel HD Engine, the result is a 
stunning picture with extreme contrast, 
sharpness and vibrant color. With LED Pro 
black is black and white is bright.

Bright Pro

Experience the thrill of images with true to life 
brightness and blazing contrast with Bright Pro. 
Building on Philips award winning LED Pro, it 
enables a boosted light output for sections of 
the image, while maintaining ink-black dark 
sections. This provides both the unparalelled 
brightness, while the advanced, smart 
processing achieves up to 50% less energy use.

400Hz LCD, 0.5ms response time
Enjoy the fastest LCD TV from Philips. The 
400Hz Clear LCD* brings the response time of 
LCD TV to an unprecendented level of 0.5ms, 
so even with the fastest action scene, you will 
enjoy superb motion sharpness.

Matching home theatre experience
Intensify your cinematic viewing 
experience further with the matching and 
unique Philips Home Cinema system with 
Blu-Ray (HTS9520). The powerful 
performance lets you experience sound 
like in the cinema and embraces you 
completely with the unique Philips 360 
sound performance. You now only need 
one remote control to operate both 
devices. Enquire more about this unique 
combination today!
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Highlights
LED TV
117 cm (46") Full HD 1080p, digital TV
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Specifications
LED TV
117 cm (46") Full HD 1080p, digital TV

* 400Hz Clear LCD displays 400 scenes per second by combining 
advanced 200Hz technology with scanning backlight @ 50% 
dutycycle.

* 8 days EPG, service not available in all countries
* Net TV: Visit www.philips.com/smarttv to discover the services 

offering in your country.
* The TV supports DVB reception for 'Free to air' broadcast. Specific 

DVB operators may not be supported. An up to date list can be 
found in the FAQ section of the Philips support website. For some 
operators Conditional Access and subscripction are required. 
Contact your operator for more information.

* 3D TV requires Accessory PTA02 (Active shutter glasses and 
transmitter, a 3D compatible source device, and 3D source material.

* Typical on-mode power consumption measured according to 
IEC62087 Ed 2.

* Energy consumption in kWh per year, based on the power 
consumption of the television operating 4 hours per day for 365 
days. The actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
television is used.

* This television contains lead only in certain parts or components 
where no technology alternatives exist in accordance with existing 
exemption clauses under the RoHS Directive.
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